
Shloka 1 is a prayer to Vallabha Ganapathy who sports the red flower 
and the Chandra and who is embraced by Vallabha Devi . 

 

Shloka (AD) 2 says the MERU Hill is made of gold and the entire 
cosmos is inside it. The Deva mathas who occupy the houses 
surrounding the Meru sing the praise of Meru. 

 

Shloka 3 says on the positioning of three peaks VIZ- Brahma,vishnu 
and Shiva lokas with respect to Meru. 

 

Shloka 4 says that the between these three peaks there is a peak 
measuring 400 yojanas ( About 5200 KM ) in height. 

 

Shloka 5 describes that the area of the Adividya Nagar (meru) is 
about 5200km built by Viswakarma the Architect for the Devas and 
has many palaces. 

 

Shloka 6 The circumference of the place made of steel is about 1600 
yojanas about 20,800 Kms.. 

 

Pl clarify my misunderstanding of the Shloka 5 and 6 the area and the 
circumference does not match and I am sure it is my 
misunderstanding 

 

06) I surrender to the FIRST Palace of STEEL having an area of 1600 
yojanas. 



 

07) Let the Second Palace made of an alloy of Copper (Vengalam in 
tamil) bring Happiness. ( Everything -- Cosmos is located in South of 
Meru and this palce is towards north at about 7 yojana ) 1 yojana is 
about 13 km. 

 

08) Let us pray to the garden with the gentle breeze , located in 
between these two palaces which is having the bees sining Hreemkara 

 

09) The MahaKaal embracing the emerald green colored Bhadra 
Kaali ever play in my Mind.(Mahakaal is also described as having 
revolving eyes as a result of consuming Madhu) 

 

10) Let the stars and moon inside the palace of copper bring me 
auspiciousness . ( This copper palace is described as located at a 
distance of 7 yojanas inside the palace made of an alloy of Copper 
known in Tamil as Venaglam ) 

 

12 ) In the garden of Kalpa trees,the devies who posesses the youthful 
eyes of the bird Chakora VIZ MadhuShree and MadhavaShree 
embracing the first Ruthu Vasanth who sports the arrows made of 
flower ever protect me. 

 

( Madhu shree and Madhava shree are the deities of the solar month 
Mesha and Rishaba) 

 



13) Difficult to Translate Appears offering prayers to Palace made of 
Lead. (not very sure of the metal) 

 

14) Let my mind remain seated in the beautiful garden of Santaana ( 
similar to kalpa trees) located in between the brass and lead palaces, 
where the Bees and Doves play carefree. 

 

15 ) Let the Geeshma Ruthu accompanied by Devies Sukra Shree and 
Suchi Shree ( are the deities of the solar month Mithuna and Kataka 
respectively ) who takes delight in contemplating the Ambaas feet 
award me FAME till the end of a Kalpa ( one Kalpa comprises of 
Chathur Yuga such as Dwapara, kali etc ) 

 

16 ) Beyond this, let the Brass Citadel with the fluttering gold flag on 
the tall peak bring excellence. 

 

17 ) In between the Lead and Brass fortress lies the garden of Hari 
Chandana ( a type of Karpaga tree ) where due to the birds humming 
in Panchama swara is very Pleasing. Let that it remove the mental 
agitation from the root. 

 

18) VARSHA RUTHU escorted by Nabha Shree / Nabhasya Shree 
(Deities of solar Month Shimha and Kanya ) and other deities satisfy 
our aspirations/yearnings. 

 



19) After crossing the 7 yojanas the renowned turret made of 
panchalokas or 5 metals ( steel, copper, lead, brass, venkalam) bring 
propitiousness. 

 

20) The tree Mandhara ( one of the Karpaga Vrukshas ) set amidst the 
brass and panchaloka castle divulges the celestial smell. Let my mind 
accept that divinity. 

 

21 ) There the SARADH RUTHU, who is ever united Easha Shree 
and Urjwa Shree Devies ( deities of the solar month Thula and 
Vruchikka ), does puja to Ambaa with highly aromatic flowers. Let 
him be Eternal. 

 

22 ) There is the 7th Fort, from the panchaloka palace at 7 yojanas 
distance made of Silver with glistening Pinnacle. Let it bestow 
auspiciousness. 

 

23 ) Separating the panchaloka palace and the silver palace are the 
breezy very elevated Parijatha garden where in the tree edges the 
Mynah birds sing continually bring ORDER. 

 

24) Hemantha ruthu accompanied by the affectionate Saha Shree and 
Sahaya shree being the Security of the playful Manmatha facilitate 
Prosperity Note : Saha Shree and Sahya Shree are the shakthies of the 
solar month Dhanur Masa of Dakshinayana and Makara Masa of 
Uttarayana 

 



25) Over that the 8th Fort of Gold reflecting a huge tongue shaped 
radiance protect my Longevity. 

 

26) I Meditate on the garden ( Kadamba Vana Vatim ) in. between the 
gold and silver palaces,with the buds and flowers spreading the 
incensed Air. 

 

27 ) There the Sishira ruthu accompanied by Thapa Shree and 
Thapasya Shree,ever cooling the Eight directions,always grant me the 
favours. (Thapa and Thapsya Shree are the deities of solar month 
Kumbha and Meena ) 

 

28 ) In that garden of Kadamba,where the incense of the pollen mixes 
with the aroma of flowers,along with the 7 forts is the MANTHRINI 
DEVI's Palace, I seek sanctuary or refuge. 

 

29). In that colossal palace, where the Hall way made of Manikya 
ratnas,lies a roaring lion's throne, shimmering with gold and gems. ( 
Mathangi Seated ) 

 

30) The One who is ever seated in the CHAKRA OF 
Bindu,Trikona,Panchakona,Ashtadhala,Shodasadhala,a shtadhala, 
Chathurdhala,Bhupura,is the Eswary of 60 and 38 lettered mantra 
Aksharas. 

 

31 )She sports the attractive body resembling the colour of feather of 
peacock. Wears the ear stud made out of the leaf of Palm with 



mouthful of Thambula (betel leaves/paan). Possessing the Red lips 
like the fruit of Kovai (in Tamil ), She is seen with a a gentle smile. 

 

32 ) Her body is embellished with saffron paste,wears the early phase 
of the moon on her head,has the feet like Lotus.Her speech is like the 
lovely sound of the Mynha bird. 

 

33 )The decorated tress falls over Her left breast.Wears garland of 
Kadamba and Vana. Her forehead sporting the curly Thilak with the 
pendant above that made of Gems. 

 

34) Like the sweet voice of the parakeet she bears on Her hand, She 
elucidates the Vedas and sastras,has both the eyes half closed due to 
the sweetness of the playing of veena held over her left breast. 

 

35) She adorns a Red dress,Has the ( watchful ?) Eyes ( KadaiKann) 
of the oozing or growing Sringararasa. She is verily the veda sara -- 
the Upanisads. She is evident everywhere.Being the MOTHER of 
Music (Sangeetha)I pray to the Sangeetha Mathruka. 

 

36 ) From the North of the Gold fort,let the Ninth Fort resembling the 
color of saffron made of the gem Pushpavarah (yellow sapphire ?) 
bring peace to my mental turbulence or agitations. 

 

37 ) I pray to the land mass filled with the Pushpavar ha gem located 
between the gold fort and the Pushpawaraha fort, where the energetic 
Siddhas keep meditating on the Mantras of Shimhasaneswari. 



 

38) On top of that fort , let the 10th fort, made of Padmaraha gem , 
reflecting the light of matured Hibiscus flowers , eliminate the 
disrespect or despise that may arise. 

 

39) The Brahmanas who are living in the vicinity of the Forts of 
Pushpavaraha and Padmaraha gems,and Mediating Her as 
Chakreshwari , eradicate the individuals blemishing the Mind. I think 
of them night and day. 

 

40 ) From the Padmaraha Fort at 7 Yojanas, the lofty palaces not 
located concurrently, made of Ghomedaga shield me. 

 

41 ) I worship the SHANKARSHiNY's lotus feet which is venerated 
by the Vadukas (Children) and Yoginies who are in the space amid 
Padmaraha and Ghomedhaga fort. 

 

42 ) From that fort beyond 7 yojanas,along with other soaring forts is 
a fort of Diamond which help my aspirations. 

 

43 ) The Apsaras like Rambha and Others living in the midst of the 
Ghomedagha and Diamond forts take delight is savoring the Madhu. 
Let them grant the Glee/delight. 

 

44 )On the waves of the perinea l river VAJRA, the Hamsa birds play 
and make sweet tweet. Let it be forever. 



 

45 ) Over that river's wonderful bank, the VAJRESHWARI Devi 
adorned with diamond studded jewellery, is celebrated by Devas and 
Indra who takes delight for offering Vajrayudha. 

 

46 ) In that Northerly direction, the Fort of Vaidurya stone spreading 
light to the deep space, grant Purity of Mind. 

 

47 )In between the Diamond and Vaidurya forts, let us bear in mind 
the Karkotaka and other nagas and Bali and other Asuras who ever 
meditate on the Ambica's feet. 

 

The Bhasyam of AD so far had described the beauty of Various forts, 
Palaces made of gold, silver, nav rathnas, beauty of deities and nature 
also. In this regards I recall what Maha Swamy had said about 
Beauty. 

Quote : 

Beauty has an universal appeal. Ambaa is that which makes all 
beautiful things beauty. All of everything that is beautiful is the 
beauty of Ambaa. Begining and end. 

The beauty of Ambaal alone is True beauty. So while speaking of 
Ambaal's beauty, we do not have to specifically use the word Beauty 
before Ambaa. 

Even artificial objects like Art and sculptures attract even though man 
made because they are beautiful. 



Even out ward beauty ( even though temporary ) also attracts all 
people, even when opposed to one another, gets attracted because of 
beauty. 

Sundary itself denotes HER as it pertains to ambaal. 

Un quote : 

Paramahamsa Ramakrishna says, " I have had vision of many deities. 
But I have not seen anywhere a beautiful form like that of Tripura 
Sundary. 

 

48 ) From here at 7 yojanas distance, the fort of Blue Sapphire 
standing tall in the space, nurture the realized Knowledge. 

 

49 ) The kings accompanied by their young wives are in between the 
forts of Vaidurya and Blue sapphire which has water bodies. We pray 
to them recurrently. 

 

50 ). From there outlying at 7 yojanas, there is a pearl fort reflecting 
the sheen in all the 8 directions. Let that provide enchantment or 
delight. 

 

51 ) In between the Blue sapphire and pearl forts, in the eastern 
direction, the INDRA seated on the Irvatha confer Happiness to All. ( 
Apramu, the She Elephant is the wife of Iravatha ) 

 

52 ) From there in the South east, AGNI with wives Swaha and 
Swadha is holding in his hands, a fan, the ladles for Homa VIZ Sruk 



and Sruwam, Iron Staff, Ghee vessel, Annam and Vel. Let him make 
me Cheerful for long time. 

 

53 ) The YAMA possessing an appearance of Black clouds and 
holding a staff, is a devotee to the lotus feet of Tripura Devi Let him 
burn all my crowded Sins. 

 

54 ) From there on the. West (referring to South West ) Just like the 
Dark Blue Lotus ( Aambal in Tamil ) rays, the blue colored 
NIRRUDHI, holds the Shield, Sword and a Staff. Let him eliminate 
my Worries. 

 

55 ) From there in North ( That is West ), the spotless White colored 
VARUNA is seated on a Huge Fish. He holds the Noose and let him 
purge the. web of Delusion. 

 

56 ) From there in the North west, I pray frequently to VAAYU 
seated on Deer and to the tatva Gyanies the Agorahas.. 

 

57 ) I meditate upon the EDA,PINGALA,SHUSHUMNA the Vayuu's 
spouses dressed in gorgeous clothes having swivel eyes as a result of 
drinking Fresh Madhu. 

 

58 ) I also contemplate upon the KUBERA in the East of Vaayu Loka 
in charge of the Treasury,the Maani Bhadra, the Yaksha both of 
whom are clinging to Ambika's feet. 



 

59 ) In the city of GOLD fort located in the border of East (Northern 
East ),I reflect upon EESAANA and CHANDRA with 
KAATHYAYINI. 

 

60 ) I muse upon the RUDRAS sporting the (third) phase of the moon 
with Rudraanies around as specified in the Hymn Rudram in those 16 
palaces. 

 

Un quote : 

This reminds me of my Grand Mother in those good old days 
summoning us to see the third phase of the moon and make us Chant 
the Rudra Gayathry. We used to run to see the third Phase of the 
moon , as it remained there on the horizon for a very short period after 
sunset. Now a days I am not able to impart such a training to my 
Children ,due to pressure of office and also you can hardly see this 
phase of moon in cities due to the high rise buildings, obstructing the 
view of the low horizon. 

 

61 ) With in 7 Yojanas distance the fort made of Maragatha Ratna , 
like the color of Fresh Grass, grant inestimable Wealth and 
Prosperity. 

 

62 ) I cogitate on the Gold Palm trees to which are tied Madhu 
pots,located in between the fort of pearl and Maragatha, in the city 
which looks like a heap of gems of Emerald Green. 

 



63 ) There like the spacious Palace of MANTHRINY with the flags 
fluttering and in the upper floor of Palace colored Dark Green , the.s 
plendorous. Dhandanaatha ALIAS VAARAAHI's Palace grant 
prolonged existence. 

 

64 .) In the Hall propped up by Hundred pillars studded with Emerald 
Green Gems the VAARAHAI DEVI is seated on a Gold Throne over 
a Bud of Golden Lotus. 

 

65 .) In the CHAKRA with Bindu, Trikona, Circle, Shatkona, Two 
spheres , on the Lotus with 110 lettered Mantra, the VAARAHI 
resides like a Hamsa. 

 

66. ) She is Boar faced with eyes like lotus, sporting the Chandra ( 3rd 
phase )with a body like the dazzling molten Gold, prettifying a Red 
garment in Her waist. 

 

67. ) She Carries or clutches in Her hands Shanku, Chakra, Kalappai, 
Ulakkai, Thuratti, Paasham with Vara and Abhya Mudras, With Her 
Mercy beyond the shores, wearing the Saffron paste on Her breasts. 

 

Unquote : 

Kalappai (Plough), Ulakkai are the Tamil words for the traditional 
tools of Agriculture and Thuratti ( also in tamil is not understood ). I 
am not getting quickly the Tamil equivalents in English . Welcome 
posts on this. 



68. ) She is not reachable by the wicked, She is a Beauty with 
shapely. waist beyond description, assists people with grief, the 
VAARTHAALI ALIAS VAARAHI grant all we desire. 

 

69 ) Vaaraahi surrounded by Swapneshwari, Unmathha Bhairavi, and 
Jambinee and Haethukar and other Bhairavas is Meditated upon. 

 

( Jambinee,Mohinee,Sthambinee,Andhinee,Rundhenee are the Five 
Yoginies. Haetukar, Triburandhakar,Vedaalar, Agni Jihvar, 
Kaalndhakar, Kapaalar, Ekapaadar, Bhimarupar, Malayar, 
Haaatakeshwarar are the Ten Bhairavaas.) 

 

70 ). From the Maragatha Fort at 7 yojanas,due to reflection of Sun 
light appearing as Red, with strong Entry point is the Coral Fort, do 
away with my anxiety. 

 

71 ) I meditate on the BRAHMMA looking like the color of fresh Red 
Sindura seated between the Maragatha and Coral forts which has 
luminosity day and night. 

 

72 ) After 7 yojanas from the Coral fort an Out sized entrance studded 
with Ratnas and that Navaratna Fort shape my wantings. 

 

73 ) I eternally keep in mind the gigantic hall of Manikya, Full of 
light from all sides without any gap, between the Coral and Navratna 
Forts. 



 

74 ) There clearly seen the reflections of tint of Fresh Green leaves 
which visors the Cheeks of Mukunda. (which is ) due to the hanging 
Ear studs. 

 

75 ) His Red lips with the True enthralling smile ,the face like the 
Moon, with expanding Grace , wearing the Thilak of Kasthuri ( the 
Deer ) fine looking due to the Moon (third Phase ) over the forehead. 

 

76 ) The eyes (of Mukunda ) comparable to the sepals of Lotus puts 
on display the Kaama, possessing over the chest the Marks of the kas-
turee Kumkum which is wedged from the Breast of Laxmi. 

 

77 ) Possess the scented Hairs of the flower Sampangi (Champaka 
)wearing the Lightning colored robes, sporting the Srivathsam and 
Kowsthubham, having the feet to shelter the people who approach 
him.. 

 

78 ) Holding the Shanku and Sudarshana Chakra in his beautiful 
hands like the lotus, wearing the Vana Mala, having granted the Moxa 
to Muchukunda, I am near MUKUNDA who is as BLISS 
(ANANDA). 

 

79 ) In the North of Navratna Fort, there is a fort of Many ratnas the 
peak as if expanding to the moon, grant TRUE KNOWLEDGE. 

 



80 ) Pray to the celebrated thousand pillared Hall, in between the 
Navaratna and many ratna forts, studded with Mega ratnas. 

 

81 ) Pray to BHAWANI accompanied with Eswara sporting the 
Chandra Kala, and BRINGEE,NANDI and others engaged in the 
Mantra Japa of the Beauty queen Ambika. 

 

82 ) I Pray to the MANO-MAYA fort in the North at 7 Yojanas and to 
the Hallowed ground nearby where it replicates the light of Rathnas. 

 

83 ) There I meditate on the AMRUTHA VYAAPI where the waves 
splashes on the two shores. It is occupied by Gem like birds the 
Hamsa with hordes of Gold lotuses. 

 

84 ) The Hreemkara of the dark blue bees is spread in all eight 
directions. The golden colored bodied dancing flocks of Swans is 
beautiful. 

 

85 ) That Amrutha-vaapi's redness,(reflection) due to the multitude of 
the buds of Senazuneer (in Tamil ) flower, the bed of gem stones 
(Carnelian )smells like the flower Aaambal (in Tamil ). I meditate on 
the Amrutha-vaapi. 

 

86 ) In the centre of Vaaapi seated on a boat made of ratna is the 
TARA DEVI possessing Red colored body. She sports the Chandra 
Kala. 



 

87 ) She ( TARA ) has the face of full Moon and her reddish lips 
sports a Charming Smile. Has Curly hairs. Her eyes like a baby deer 
(Calf) and Her Cheeks reflect the light of her Ear stud.(Ratna 
Thatanga ) 

 

88 ) From the Cow's Horn in Her Hand she is pouring the water to the 
Shakthies stationed in the nearby boats. I pray to TARA Devi. 

 

89 ) Prayers are offered to the space filled with gold in between the 
fort of Intelligence ( Buddhi Maya ) and the Fort of the Mind ( 
Manomaya ) at a distance of 7 Yojanas . 

 

90 ) I pray to that " AANAND VAAPI " where the steps are of 
collection of Reddish gem stones and it's borders where the Madhu 
gushes likewater. 

 

91 ) In the center of VAAPI in a boat made of Manikya Gems is 
seated AMRUTHESI Alias VAARUNEE DEVI is meditated in my 
Heart. 

 

92 ) AMRUTHESI having the Gold Oar in her hands and in front of 
her are the gorgeous Devies. Let them augment prolonged existence. 

 



93 ) From there at 7 yojanas the lofty Fort of Ego ( Ahankara Maya) , 
the Fort of Intelligence ( Buddhi Maya ) and the space filled with 
Breeze to which I pray. 

 

94 ) Let us pray to the " VIMARSHA VAAPI " where the Amrutha 
leaches through the Shushumna to Brahmarandra. --- The Shushmna 
is said to be filled with water amidst forests where the Waves are 
striving to cross the Border of forests. 

 

Unquote : 

I tried combining these two statements but found it difficult as the 
meanings get changed if I try to weld both these ideas. welcome 
Suggestions / ecommendations. 

95 ) In the Vimarsha Vaapi is the " KURU KULLA DEVI " bearing 
the resemblance of the tender Green Leaves. She possesses the face of 
Full Moon. 

 

96 ) Her Curved Eye brows replicates the Manmatha's Bow. Her 
alluring smile Beautifies Her.The light of Rathna Thatanga ( ear Studs 
) gets reflected in Her Cheeks. 

 

97 ) Kurukulla Devi is seated in a boat of Gems. ( Manikya ).She has 
applied all over body the safron paste. Let us always have Her in our 
Mind. 

 

Note : This is incomplete as I am not able to precisely translate from 
Tamil part of the sentence which says " Kulaparwathankaludan Pooti 



edugira ( O as OH ) Maarbhagathaal ( Breasts ), Edai ( waist ) 
Kunindhu Eruppaval. Translations Welcome. 

 

98 ) In the north of Fort of Ego ( Ahanakara ) is the lustrous fort of 
the Sun (Surya ). In between a mammoth hole where the sun rays 
emanate (AA-Thabothgaram ) . I reflect on both. 

 

99 ) In that Aatha-bothgaram (pl refer to AD 98 for meaning ) in the 
throne made of Manikya ratna on a Gold lotus bud is seated the " 
MAARTHANDA BHAIRAVA " adoring red garments wearing the 
never fading flower garland. 

 

100 ) He entertains or amuses Chakshusmathy, Prakashana Shakthy, 
Chaya Devi and good looking wearing a Crown of gems. He is 
meditated upon my Mind. 

 

101 ) Inside this Fort of Sun is the Fort of Moon which is white 
colored like the Himalayan mountain. The space isolating the fort of 
sun and the Moon is the Chandrikothgaram. ( Where the Moon light 
emits. Both are meditated. 

 

102 ) I meditate in my mind upon " CHANDRA " who is gleaming, 
resembles the whiteness of jasmine flower surrounded by stars. 

 

103 ) North from there is the beautiful fort of Srungara with pinnacles 
and dividing Chandra and Srungara fort is the widely respected 
SRUNGARA PARIGAM or AGAZ. ( In Tamil it is AGAZ - Z 



pronounced in a typical way to Tamil where the tongue is bent and 
hits the upper cavity of the mouth and also I believe this sound exists 
in Russian language. ) 

 

104 ) In the boat made of ratnas the gorgeous Devathas are holding 
the gold horn. With them is MANMATHA the owner of the Srungara 
Parigam. I pray to him. 

 

105 ) Celebrated Shrugara fort in North worshiped by all Devas made 
of Chintamani Ratnas,the Chintamani Gruha vanish my anxieties. 

 

106 ) In-between the Chintamani Gruha and Shrungara fort is the " 
PADMATAVI " the forest of lotuses. The lotuses extends to a height 
of 1o Palm trees with golden colored leaf and width of the stalk is a 
Yojana. 

 

107 ) The Kesaras are the height of 5 Palm trees. The Honey- falls, 
seeps eternally, where the Bees are assembled. 

 

Un Quote : 

As the Sanskrit- English dictionary is not with me, pl translate what is 
Kesara. 

It looks like the central Stigma portion of the Lotus. 

 

108 ) The Mind is delighted to the Sandal scented breeze mixed with 
the pollen emitted from the forest of lotuses. The sounds of the flocks 



of Hamsa birds hits both the boundaries. I pray to the Padmatavi 
where the beautiful boundaries are smacked by the perfumed waves. 

 

109 ) East of Padmatavai,holding DEVI'S Argya Patra,the AGNI 
Bagwaan burning one Krocha accompanied with the Ten Kalas 
protect me for Long Time. 

 

One Krocha is 25 % of Yojana and one Yojana is about 13 KM. 

( This is Vanhi Praharam and the Ten Kala of Agni are Dhumra, 
OOshma, Jwalini, Jwaalinee, Vispulinginee, Shus ree, Surupa, Kaplia 
ila, Havyavahinee, Kavyavahinee. 

Un-Quote  

Upasakas doing Navavrana Puja would be familiar with these 10 
kalas and hence the adaaram of Argya patram is the Agni Mandala. 
Here on the yantra drawn, with Akshatha, puja would be done to ten 
Surya Kalas. 

 

110 ) That Agni Mandala which is the Aadara of Argya Patra where 
the Surya Devatha with 12 Kalas remove my Great Darkness or 
Ignorance. 

 

( The 12 kalas are : 
Thapinee,Thaapinee,Dhumra,Mareechi,Jwalinee,Ruchi, Shushumna, 
Bhogatha,Viswaa,Bhodhinee,Dharinee,Kshahma ) 

 

Unquote : 



Dhirgam represented as " ee " . In Navavarana puja all these 12 kalas 
are also worshipped. 

 

111 ) Inside the vessel (pAtram) of Sun, which spreads the scent as 
waves, is the Amrutha Argya (liquid ) made of Chandra Kala. Let it 
effect Closely, the Happiness. 

 

112 ) Surrounding that Amrutha Argya, the 16 Chandra Kalas play 
like the numerous Boats of ratna,lift me from distress. 

 

( The Chandra Mandala is the argyam -- The Chandra kalas are 16 
VIZ : Amrutha, Maanadha, uusha, Thushty, Pushty, Rathy, Druth i, 
Sashinee, Priya, Kaanthy, Jyothsna, Shree, Preethy, Angatha, Purnaa, 
Purnamrthaa ) 

 

Un quote : 

In Avarana puja the Archana is done to each of Kalas. 

113 ) In that Argya,Brahma and other Kaaraneshwars are roving. 

(Brahma,Vishnu,Rudra,Eshwara,Sadashiva are the deities responsible 
for the creation and function of Cosmos ) Therefore the Creation and 
other function takes place. Let them Slake or satiate my Desires.  

Their functions are Creation,protection,destruction,Masking by Maya 
and Blessings (from Maya or delusion or removing the Veil) 

To assist these 5 Deities each has kalas between 4 to 16 and all put 
together there are 50 kalas. 

For Brahama - 10 Kalas 



Srushty,Ruddhy,Smruthy,Medha,Shanthy,laxmi,Duthy,S thira,Sthithi, 
Sithi . 

For Vishnu - 10 kalas 

Jara,Palinee,Shanthy,Eshwaree,Rathi,Kamika, 
Varadha,Hladinee,Preethy,Dirgha. 

For Rudra - 10 kalas 

Theekhnaa,Rodree,Bayaa,Nidra,Thanthry,Kshudha,Krod inee,Kriya, 
Udgaari,Mruthyu. 

For EEshwara - 4 kalas 

Peetha,Swetha,Aruna,Asitha 

For Sadashiva - 16 kalas 

Nivrthy, Prathishta, Vidya,Shanty, Indika, Deepika, Rae chika, 
Mochika, Para, Sukshma, Sukshmamrutha, Gyna, Gynamrutha, 
Aapyayi ni. Vyaapini, Vyomarupa. 

So all 50 Kalas are, as an effect of the Amrutha. 

Unquote; 

To these forms of Shakthies in the Avarana Puja ,archana is done in 
the Argyam. 

These are the Eternal play of ambaaji and She enjoys Playing with her 
Children just like our Mothers Played, when we were infants by 
hiding, seeking and revealing after sometime. 

In family reunions Mother is the Most delighted one, specially when 
the family comes to see her after few years. Like this Ambaaji enjoys, 
when Her children integrates finally with Her through MoKsA. In our 
great religion even the worst criminals have Hopes and there is no 
need for a SAVIOR. 



A wonderful Sahityam of PapaNasa SHIVAN -- " Naan Oru Vilayattu 
Pillaya " (He is asking Ambaa - Am I a Playing Doll for you ?) would 
bring tears in the eyes of any ambaa devotee, when you hear this song 
in the light of meaning of this AD 113. 

This is one of my personal favorite, which I make somebody sing as 
an Upachara to Ambaa after NPuja. I am unfortunately born as a 
Dumb to the world of Karnatic Music, as I cant sing these 
songs,where the compositions come from the seat of spiritual Heart 
and not mental or intellectual work. 

At the same time,I should consider my self fortunate as I was not 
Deaf to this Divine Music, due to the up bringing in an atmosphere of 
Carnatic Music. My Mother would sing and Chant continuously 
during the daily chores of her Cooking lasting 2 hrs. Even now she 
does and She is 80 Plus. 

When a food prepared in such a way is consumed in any home,it is 
sure to bring the Ambaa's grace. It may be due to this reason that the 
the woman were not ordained by Sastras to do the Karmas but were 
entitled to the fruits of the Karma. 

By Ambaa's Grace we we have just crossed a little more than 50 % 
out of the total 213 shlokas. 

After Completion of AD Bhashya, Ambaa willing, we will continue 
with another great work of Duvasa Maharishi " Shakthy Mahimna 
Stotra " . 

 

114 ) I forever focus my mind on the Argya Patra positioned in 
South,West and North Of Chinthamani Gruha. Let it enhance my 
prolonged existence. 

 



115 ) In the place where the Argya Patra is kept, 
Brahma,Vishnu,Shiva is seated, opposite to the patra. Due the 
radiance of their Palaces,the Cosmos subsists.Let it fetch the Well 
Being. 

 

116 ) In the South-East of the Chinthamani Gruha is the Agni Kunda 
where " LALITHA " emerged. I pray to this kunda as well to the 
Broad and dancing Conflagration (inferno), inside the agni kunda. 

 

Unquote : 

The word Conflagration may not be quite appropiate as it denotes a 
destructive fire but let this be taken as destruction of our Re-births. 

 

117 ) In the South-west of Chinthamani Gruha made of Chinthamany 
rathnas encompassing Nine Radiating Plates with an Elevation of 100 
Yojanas in the shape of 'SRI CHAKRA',the celestial Chariot (Ratha) 
is mediated upon. ( This is understood as 'CHAKRA RAJA RATHA' 
) 

 

118 ) In the same Direction with Gold Flags sequentially joined with 
a pinnacle of ratnas,there is another Chariot of Devi. Let us Meditate 
on it. 

 

119 ) In the North-west of Chinthamani gruha, with diverse types 
flags,prayed by All, the Mantrini Devi's Celebrated Chariot (Ratha) is 
there. Let that bring Bliss. ( This is Called " Gaeya Chakra Ratha " ) 

 



120 ) In the North-east of Chinthamani Gruha the distinct Vaarahi's 
Chariot swathed by striking creepers is held in my Heart. ( This is 
called Kiri Chakra Ratham ) 

 

121 ) Devi's Palace is encircled By Manthra Devathas (Rashmi Mala ) 
and they live in the form of Light Waves. Let them do Good. 

 

122 )In Devi's Palace in the Eastern Entrance on both the sides in the 
palace of ratnas live the MANTHRINI ( MATANGI ) and 
VAARAHI. I pray to them for elongated time. 

 

123 ) The Chinthamani Gruha has the dimension of Two Yojana and 
the walls are of a quarter Yojana thick where the four Vedas Exist as 
four holes or gaps. Let it exist distinctly. 

 

124 ) In the Chinthamnai Gruha,in each of the gaps due to the 
VIMARSHA Sakthy's Creative energy,the Created Devies are like 
new-fangled figurines with Godliness.Let them bestow Fame. 

 

( The PRAKASHA aspect of Brahman will not reveal its own 
Shakthy. The Creative forces of Cosmos with diversity is the 
Vimarsha aspect.The Sun's light which is purely white reveals itself as 
LOVEHITYAM in dawn. ( Shows itself as Reddish ) This is an 
analogy of Vimarsha. To know about Devi one needs the competency 
of the Dwara Devies which exist as Pindam. 

 

UNQUOTE : 



The meaning the last sentence translated as it is, cant be 
comprehended. Explanation Welcome. 

 

125 )In the Chinthamani Gruha in the midst of the famed stage of 
ratna,the Chakra made of BINDU which exists in all Peetas is 
Meditated upon. 

 

126 ) To all Chakras in the lower Plane, the living Anima and other 
Siddhy Devies exists as rays of light, shield me from harm.  

 

( The Beam of the light of the Avarana Devathas Originates from the 
Mega radiance of DEVI.They are no different than Devi. Ref : 
Animathibir Avrutham Mayukyhi : The TEN Siddhy Devies are 
ANIMA, LAGHIMA,MAHIMA, 
EESIDHWA,VASIDWA,PRAKAMYA, BUDDHI, ICHHA, 
PRAPTHY, SARVAKAMA. ) 

 

127 ) Above the lath of Animaa and other Siddhy Devathas are seated 
BRAHMI and other MAATHAS and exist as a glow of reflected light 
of Devi, sporting the third phase of moon. Let them protect my 
Security. 

 

( The Eight Maathas are 
BRAHMI,MAHESHWARI,KOWMARI,VAISHNAVI,VAARAHI,M
AHEND RI,CHAMUNDA,MAHALAKSHMY) 

 

Un quote : 



Lath ( In Tamil it is Palagai ) 

 

128 ) Above them in the lath made of Ratna having a large youthful 
breasts, led by SAMSKSHOBINI , are the Mudra Devies. Let them 
eliminate my Perplex ion. 

 

( The Ten Mudra Shakthies have the Title “SARVA”. They are 
SAMSKSHOBINI, VIDRAVINI, AAKARSHINI VASAHAKARI, 
UNMADHINI,MAHAGHUSHA, KAECHARY, YONI,TRIKANDA. 
These Shakthies are Concealed and we Reveal these Shakthies by 
showing the appropriate MUDRAS. ) 

 

On a personal note : 

It took a long time to perfect the Sarva Kecheri Mudra which initially 
looked complicated. But my Guruji , very considerate allowed me to 
show Yoni. Look forward for other experience with regard to this 
Mudra. 

 

129 ) Made of three laths in the TRI LOKYA MOHANA CHAKRA , 
yoginies known as PRAKATA exist. They have been created by 
Tripura Devi. 

 

( In the Sri Chakras first Aavarana in the TRI LOKYA MOHANA 
CHAKRA Yoginies are known as Prakata. To reachDevi who is 
PARAMATMA TATVA , SHE herself has taken the outward 
appearance to break the Worldly attachment and to make us Bond 
with her. Samskhonini and others, Brahmi and rest, Anima and others 



are PRAKATA YOGINY . Sthula, Sukshma,Kaarana are the 3 states 
or condition of the Body. In the Sthula state the thought I ( Ego ) 
comes. 

This is common to every human and to change this awareness 
external to internal She is PRAKATA. She has the energy to create a 
center of attention to the three worlds – So She is TRILOKYA 
MOHANA. TRIPURA the Chakreshwari is heading all the Prakata 
Yoginies who are the rays of lights of Maha Tripura Sundaray. 

 

130 ) I meditate upon the KAMAKARSHINI and other Devies 
sporting the third phase of Moon having a complexion of Red Lillies 
with Radiant eyes and seated above. 

 

( The Sixteen Yoginies are Kama Karshini, Budhya Karshini 
Ahankara Karshini , Sabdha Karshini , Sparsha Karshni , Rupa 
Karshni, Rasa Karshini, Ghandha, Karshini , Chitta Karshni,Daeirya 
Karshini Karshini, Smruthya Karshini, Nama Karshini, Beeja 
Karshini , Atma Karshini , Amrutha Karshini and shareera Karshini . 

 

They are known as Nithya Kala Devies and Gupta Yoginies ( Secret ) 
,hidden from vision. Instead of expressing their force through the 
STHULA body they articulate through the SUKSHMA body as , 
Mind,Intellect,Ego,Chitha,Vasana,Samskara having a smaller rays of 
light of Devi. Their job is to express the force which is Subtle. 

 

131 ) The Chakreshwari known as “ TRIPURESI “ wearing an 
ornament of ratnas over her neck served by Gupt aYoginies seated in 
the Chakra “SARVASAPARI PURAKA “ eradicate my Sins. 



 

( It is known as Sarvasa Pari Puaka because all expectations are 
slaked. She rules over Sthula,Sukhma,and Kaarana, so SHE IS 
TRIPURESHI.) 

On A Personal note : 

In the Sri Vidya Navavarana Puja, the Tarpana and Puja are done 
simultaneously to each of the Yoginies and they are so much 
delighted and as a result out pour their Blessings to the Sadhak. Fruits 
yielded by the rites to each yogini must be surrendered to Lalitha 
Maha tripura Sundarayas Abhaya Mudra at the end of the Puja as per 
puja Krama. 

This is to only to realize that Ambaaji is the Ultimate Phala Dhata. 
The only One, who awards the fruits of our actions and that we should 
not be tempted by Petty rewards even if it is a Swarga Loka ( which is 
again limited by Time and Space ) . 

By constantly performing the Navavarana Puja, Maha Swamy has 
explained that this puja has the ability to bring or evolving to the 
Advaitha Siddithy in the Sadhak as the constant act of renunciation 
brings Inner purity and forms the very foundation and means to 
receive the instructions of Jnana. Till that happens every Sadhak shall 
not give up the pujas,japas and tapas. 

Most of us who are lucky enough enjoy " ABHUDAYA " which is 
lower happiness in terms of good ouse,wealth,sons,fame,family, 
knowledge peace etc But all these have a defect. They are temporary - 
In these happiness there is also inbuilt unhappiness,happiness of 
addictive nature,happiness of Never satisfying nature and so on which 
i dont want to dwell or elaborate through examples. 

Where as " NiHSREYAS " is the supreme Bliss or Happiness without 
any defect as aforesaid. While each Upasaka's aim is Nihsreyas - 



Moksha,he may fall short in this Janma by going to Brahmma Loka or 
when he misses even this Brahmaloka, he is Guaranteed at least the 
'ABHYUDAYA " and will start the upasana from where he left 
continuing to enjoy the material life. 

In short the devotees of Ambaaji need not worry about future which is 
Guranteed as She is Bhoga-Moksha Dayini and for now it is enought 
to hold tight the padukas of Ambaa like the Baby Monkey holding the 
Mother Monkey with full grip.  

 

132 ) In that Ratna peetam, possessing the Complexion of Lotus 
petals, Having a cover over their Breast ( In Tamil it is Called ��� 
Marbu Kacchu ��� which can be seen in Female Statues in 
temples ) ANANGA KUSUMA and other devies is reflected upon. 

 

( The Eight Yoginies are Ananga Kusuma, Ananga Maekala, Ananga 
Madhana, Ananga Madhanatura, Ananga Rekha, Ananga Veghnini, 
Anangaa Kusa, Ananga Maliny ) 

 

133 ) In the Chakra of Sam-kshobanam the Caring Chakreswari 
���SRI TRIPURA SUNDARI��� along with Ananga Kusuma 
and other Gupta Yoginies look into me with commiseration in their 
Eyes and save me. 

 

( The Capacity to pulverize what is seen as Many to only is Sarva 
kshamshobanam. The consequence of the shobana of Moola Tatvas 
comprising of Mahat, Ahankara, Prakrithi, and Purusha.They further 
after Shobana become eight which are Bhutha Thanmatras , 
Bhutha,Gynendra,Karmendriya,Antha Karanam,and Jiva. This is 



highly Secretive. ��� GUPTA TARAM. In LS Refer ��� 
Khsobini Sukhsma Rupini. Tripura Sundarai is beautiful with 
Sthula.Sukshma,Karana Shareeram ) 

 

134 ) In that Circle or Round, the living Sumshobini and other 
Shakthies are adolescent with their dancing mane. I am keeping them 
in my mind. 

 

( They are 14 Yoginies with a TITLE . They are 
Samkhobini,Vidravini, 
Aakarshini,Aahladhini,Sammohini,Sthambini,Jrumbini, Va-
shanakari,Ranjini,Unmadhini,Arthasadhini,Sampathy-Purini,Manthra-
mayee,Dwantv\ a-kSyankari) 

 

135 ) In the Chakra known as " Sowbhagya ", TRIPURAVASINI be 
always Celebrated. 

 

The Shakthies which are called the Sampradaya yoginies eternally 
make me Cheerful. 

( The Sampradaya is the GURU - SISHYA Viz Guru initiating the 
Sishya and the Sishya maturing as Guru. Here the Owner only gives 
the Ownership to the deserved -- So it is the DEVI HERSELF going 
into Guru to initiate. For that purpose the yoginies invilved are 
SAMSKHOBINI and others. Sow-baghyam is the result of good 
deeds on many Janmas or births coupled with grace of Ambaa which 
is given by this Chakra. So due to Ambaa's grace only Guru would 
come. Scriptures say " Desika Rupena Darshithapudayaam, Guru 
Murthe Namami Kaamakshy " (refer Shyamala Navaratna Maala ) 



On a Personal Note : 

Some of Our dearest Ambaa devotees sometimes confide and keep 
writing to me to help them find a Guru. While appreciating their 
eagerness and enthusiasm to advance their Upasana, I would advise 
them to be patient and increase their Devotion to Ambaa by regular 
constant Chants and puja. 

Otherwise,Unfortunately in the spiritual market they become gullible 
and the so called Guru (fakes) start fleecing their money. 

I had fullest faith in our scriptures and what is said above was my 
personal experience. I had to wait for 12 years for a GURU. and it 
was Guru's call and not my request before 22 years. 

So one can see how True our scriptures are in the light of the meaning 
of the shloka. Earlier, Whenever I used to meet Great Upasakas, I 
used to mentally think whether would he give me Deeksha and these 
thoughts used to run through very frequently. 

So I very well understand the urge of dear devotees for Deeksha. It is 
SHE who selects amongst us for initiation and NOT WE. But all said, 
we have the full right to ask our Divine MOTHER why are you not 
coming in the form of Guru and How long would it take you ? 
Question Her constantly, pester Her and it our right as Her Child. 

To recall Ambaa's Play after I got Deeksha, Pujya Rajam Mami asked 
me whether I need Deeksha from Her, though She knew I was already 
initiated. I did my Namaskarams and said NO Way. Perhaps this 
would have been a test to see whether I had Full Faith in my Guru. 

Pujya Mami had shown full Grace and sympathy to lift me spiritually 
in many ways including giving me a Silver Maha Meru and few times 
allowed my spouse to Chant the Navavarana puja while She used to 
do it. 



Pujya Mami was full of Karuna and Her Knowledge of Sri Vidya was 
like an ocean and due to this She was Conferred the title of Lopa 
Mudra by HH Sringeri Peetam. 

She was one of the very few who were allowed by Maha Periyava to 
do Nava varana Puja to Srichakra installed by Adi Sankara inside the 
Sanctum of Kaamakshi temple.Amazed priests after observing Pujya 
Mami doing Chandi Parayana in Kaamkya Peet in Assam,gave Her a 
Sword. When she removed it from the Sheath to show me, I felt it was 
as if Chandi Devi before me. such was the Tapas and knowledge of 
Pujya mami and I offer my prostrations to Her and dedicate this mail 
to Her. 

 

136 ) The Sampradaya Yoginies live above the Mani Peeta in a big 
Circle which has a diameter of four hands length and I meditate on 
them. 

 

( The ten yoginies are Sarva Siddi-pradha, Sarva Sampath-
Pradaha,Sarva Priyankari,Sarva Mangala-karini,Sarva Kama-
pradha,Sarva Dukka-Vimochini,Sarva Mruthyu-prsamani,Sarva 
Vigna - Nivarini,Sarvanga Sundari,Sarva Sowbhagya-Dhayini.) 

 

137 ) In the Chakra known as SARVARTHA SADAGHA,the deity 
awarding all benefits, the Divine TRIPURA Shree - the Utterna 
Yogini award me the good. 

 

(The Guru, Shishya and Vidya a TRIANGLE where exists the Triputi 
is known as KULA. The KULOTHIRNA extends her Shakthy to 
widen the Gyna relationship of Guru-Shishya.Also in the same 



category of Shakthy are the Sarva Siddhy-Prada and others. This 
Chakra is Knwon as Sarvartha Sadagha as it yield what ever we seek 
for.) 

Notes : 

It is interesting to see what Maha Periyavaa has said Can a Guru who 
has had Anubhuthy be found ? 

Sastras speak of a guru who has had the spiritual experience. 
Upanishads refers him as a Brhama Nishtay and the Gita calls him 
Thatva Dharsihnah. 

One need not have a doubt whether in these days such a guru who has 
had saakshatkaram can be found. If one has a real craving,Ishwara 
will never fail him to show a such Guru. Even falling short of Brahma 
Nishtar all the time Eeswara will show a Shreshta among those 
available and at the time of initiation Ambaa Herself would enter into 
the Guru and do the initiation Herself. There need not be any Doubt 
about this. Just as the aspirant is craving to find such guru,eeswara 
will also be craving for a True Upasaka. 

 

138 ) On top of these Yoginies,wearing Reddish silk Blouse are the 
SARvagna and other Shakthies,bring distinction. 

 

( The Ten Yoginies here are Sarvagna,Sarva - Sakthy, Sarvyswarya-
pradha,Sarva-Gyanamayee,Sarva-Viyadhi-Vinasini,Sarvadhara 
Swarupa,Sarva Papahara,Sarvaanandamayee,Sarva Raksha-
Swarupinee, Sarvepsithaphala-pradha ) 

 

139 ) In the SARVA-RAKSHAKARA Chakra, accompanied by the 
Nigharbha Yoginies is the TRIPURA-MALINI,meditated by all 



human beings,is meditated on. These Nigharbha yoginies are the 
concealed energies. 

 

140 ) In the Broad Chakra where The SARVGNYA Shakthy is 
seated, Vasinee and other Shakthies are seated having a complexion 
of Sindoor.(ochre) I am praying to them ( The eight Vak devies they 
are 
Vasinee,Kameshwari,Modhinee,Vimala,Aruna,Jayinee,Sarveshwari, 
Kowlinee ) 

 

UnQuote: These are the Vak devies who composed LS and they are 
said to be continuously chanting LS. With this back ground, imagine 
where our Laksarchana and Koti Archana stand and which pale in 
significance )  

 

141 ) The Chakra which is known as "SARVA-ROHAHARA",the 
Vasinee and other Rahasya Yoginies who are in energy form 
constantly worship "TRIPURA-SIDDHA" and I pray to Her. 

 

( The internal emotions/feelings which are expressed through the 
Sthula, Sukshma and Kaarana Shareera which are of internal nature. 
Therefore She is RAHASYA YOGINI. This Chakra has the Shakthy 
to eliminate all types of diseases.)  

 

142 ) Above the seat of Vasinee and other yoginies at 20 Arms length 
height, in the Maha Peeta the Adi Dhampathies,"KAMESHWAREE -
KAMESHWARA" exist in form of energy or Shakthy possessing the 



asthras and Sasthras ( Pushpa Bhanam,Pasam,Angusham etc ) Let 
them destroy my enemies. 

 

143 ) Above the bode of Ayudha Shala in the circle made of Indra 
Neela. which deserves the prayers from all human beings, the 
Kaameshwari and other devies are contemplated. 

 

144 ) In the Chakra known as "SARVA SIDDHY", the 
"TRIPURAMBHA" mediated by the Para Para Rahasya Yogines 
yield goodness. Let her protect eternally. 

 

( They are Para Pararahashya Yoginies as they are the very Brahma 
Shakthies beyond the Vak and Manas ) 

 

145 ) In the circle on top of the seat of Maha Kaameshwari are seated 
MITHRESHAR and other Gurus who know the intricacies of the 
Mantra Sapradayas live long. 

 

( Mithreshar, Shaddisha Natha,Uddisha Natha,Charyananda Natha are 
Yoganandas aswell Yuga Nathas.) 

 

146 ) Above the seat of Guru nathas in the Peeta embedded with 
many ratnas exist Kameshwari and others as Nithyas. Let them grant 
exaltation . 

 



( Kameshwari, Bhagamalini, Nithyaklinna, Bherunda, Vahneevasini, 
Maha-vajreshwari, Shivadhuthi, Twaritha,Kula-
Sundary,Nithya,Neela-Padaaka,Vijaya,S\ arva-Mangala, Jwala-
Malinee,Chitra are the 15 Thithi Nithyas for the SHukla Parthama to 
Pournima and in the reverse order from Chitra to Kaameshwari for 
Krishan Paksha Prathama to Amavasya)  

 

147 ) Above the Nithya Devies in the spotless Palace of heaps of 
ratnas, the six Anga Devathas with electrifying eyes,bless us 
goodness. 

 

(The 6 shakthies are Hrudya Devi,Shira Devi,Shika Devi,Kavacha 
Devi, Netra Devi, Asthra Devi - Shadanga devathas) 

 

148 ) Above the seat of Shadanga Devies the BINDU known as 
"SARVANANDA MAYA" there is a Cot with gems embedded with 
"PANCHA BRAHMA MURTHIES" My adulation to them. 

 

( The Pancha Brahma Murthies are Vishnu, Rudra, Shiva, Eeshwara, 
and Sada-Shiva) 

 

149 ) Around the Cot of Ratnas a net of Coir tied and hangs as the 
Veil which is the Maya Shakthy which is Black in color. Let it 
eliminate all my Sins. 

 

( This is Known as Thiraskarinee,Maya-Yavinika,Maya-Jawanika) 



Unquote: 

Although Eshwara is also associated with Maya the veil like us, he is 
Nor Subservient to Maya and has not forgotten his True form as we 
do. His Maya is under control and does so many Maya action while in 
the state of Brahman. 

 

150 ) On top of the cot are tied plenty of garlands made of Jasmine 
and Punnaga (in Tamil) flowers and let it exonerate my indolence 
incessantly.  

 

Unquote : 

In Tamil it is stated as garlands are " Thanbala Poochigalana 
Merkatty" � this is difficult to understand. Is it the garlands tied in a 
fashion resembling a hive of insects ? Also What is the English name 
for Punnaga flower? 

 

151 ) In the South-east the Reddish colored Brathma,in the South-
west the blackish-cloud colored Vishnu,in the North-west the Moon-
White colored Rudra, in the North-east the gold colored Rudra form 
the four feet of the Cot. Let us serve them. 

 

152 ) The SADASHIVA who is as Plank to the top of the cot is 
illuminating with the color of Kum-Kuma.(Vermilion) The steps of 
Ratna start from the six Anga-devathas. I worship it. 

 

153 ) The cot is covered with a very soft Bed made of the feathers of 
Anna-pakshi,(hamsa)with a glowing dark red silk Bed cover spread 



over it and going with four Pillows, which also has the red silk cover. 
Let it guard me for time to come. 

 

154 ) There the "KAMESHWARA" Is seated. He is wonderfully 
Youthful. His Complexion is radiant as the fully flowered 
SENGAZYNEER (In Tamil) 

 

Unquote : 

Pl translate Sengazyneer Malar properly. 

 

155 ) His face has the resemblance of the color of sindoor. The 
Moon's light is kissing His crown. His Round forehead marked with a 
Tilak of Saffron paste, taunts the Moon. 

 

156 ) The face looks like the Full Moon (pournimA). His Triple eyes 
look like the fully bloom of Lotus. Through the expession of the eyes 
with the side glance, he elucidates the nuances of Kama Sastras. 

 

157 ) In His Chubby cheeks is covered with the light of Ratna 
Kundalas (ear studs ) and the coral colored lips sports a delightful 
smile. 

 

158 ) He wears on his head fragrant flowers. He is beautiful with 
darkest eye brows. With the scent of Tamboolam (Betel Leaf or Paan 
) with the face of Lotus,the aroma around is doubled. 

 



159 ) Holding in his hand Pasam,Angusham,the bow made of Sugar 
cane, the arrows made of flowers due to which the hand shines like a 
lotus and has adored saffron paste all over his body. Let this 
Kaameswara be ever in Mind. 

 

160 ) On his lap is seated Kaameswari, possessing the color of the 
body like that of a matured Kadamba Flower (Mix of yellow and red 
color) wearing the Crescent Moon. Having applied a very smooth 
Sinddor in the parting of hair in the middle of the head.  

 

161 ) Due to the Kumkum her forehead glitters, has a curved eye 
brows with lotus petal like eyes. The nose stead hangs at the bottom 
of her nose. 

 

Personal Note : 

Maha periyava said, Kameswari is the same deity as Lalitha Maha 
Tripura Sundary, the presiding deity of Sri Vidya. Sine She inspires 
Kaama or desire in the Eeswara,he becomes Kaameshwara. Ambaal is 
a lahary, a stream or a flood with regard to everything. She who is 
Soundarya Lahari is also a Srunghara Lahary and Ahlada lahary -- A 
wave of Love and Gladness and Chidananda Lahary which is Utter 
Bliss flowing from Ambaal as the embodiment of CHITH. SATH is a 
condition in which one remains in a condition forgetting himself and a 
state in which he is fully aware of the SELF steeped in Shivam, the 
state the one who knows,the experience of knowing and the 
knowledge merges. If the quiescent SATH which by itself is Shivam, 
Ambaal is CHITH that knows and experiences BLISS. There cant be 
Sath without any awareness or Chith and without basis of Sath. 
Therefore Kaameshwara and Kaameshwari who are Sath and Chith 



are always to gether and exist in union. The one does not exist 
without the other. ( Shiva and Shakthy IYKYAM ) LS. 

 

162 ) Smiles attractively and Her red lips conquers the color of Kovai 
fruit ( Kovai in Tamil ). Her Cheeks with a kasthuri spot reflects the 
light of her gold stud. 

 

163 ) She is alluring due to the reddish color of the Tambulam 
(scented Pan ) with the flavor of Karpram's aroma and the neck 
comparable to a Conch, has a necklace made of gems. 

 

164 ) Like the tender stem of lotus has a soft shoulders wearing there 
a Rathna Keuuram (ornament) and adoring in her wrist Gold Bangles 
and Kaappu. 

 

Personal Note : Maha Periyava has said, the purpose of Ambaal 
assuming Her supremely attractive body is to make all people 
including the un-inteliigent and the immature, to give up their 
attachment to beauty in all its petty and tawdry forms and turn to Her. 
Her great charm is the outcome of her supreme compassion. she is in 
fact the embodiment of beauty that is Her compassion. In case of 
human beings there is no connection between the outward looks and 
inner feelings of love.. Not in case of ambaa, her inner core is the 
outward beauty. 

 

165 ) In her four hands She holds Pasam, Angusham, Bow of 
Sugarcane and Pushpa Bhanas, adored with saffron paste in the 
middle of Her notching breasts. 



 

166 ) Has a waist like the unsee-able atom, over which hairs like 
clouds, the waist tightened by the glittering Odyanam (gold ornament 
) made of gems. 

 

167 ) Her shapely things like the trunk of an elephant, Legs ..... 
winning the manmathas, with feet conquering a tortoise with a 
glamorous holy red feet. 

 

168 ) Her holy feet is Reddish due to mirroring of the crowns of 
Brahma and Vishnu, very Blissfully loving and protecting Manmatha 
with her Side glance. 

 

169 ) I preserve the SUNDARI in my heart, who is the Mother of 
Brahma to a worm, and She is the bud of the very old Vedic Creeper. 

 

170 ) Who can meditate on that object seated on the lap of Shiva ? Let 
the long years of Saved Punyas unfold and satisfy my desire. 

 

171 ) That which is recognized by the statements of Veda, the asana 
(seat) as tall as PARAMA SHIVA, with sugar cane bow with such a 
radiance appear before me. 

 

172 ) The Sweet bow,with a dripping honey arrow is eulogize worthy, 
wears the Crescent Moon. Let that great light grant me MOKSHA. 

 



173 ) Let that sugarcane bow not similarly found anywhere, having 
three eyes owned by the affectionate owner of the Bull and that 
brilliant Light perish all which are in in-auspicious . 

 

174 ) The side glance Vies to the tint of the bee, pinnacles the state of 
Srunghara with a reddish Neckis sticking to the Body of the Lord 
sporting Ganga. 

 

175 ) The backside of the leg wins the posterior of the Tortoise 
(shape), Grace os the splashing waves, the body colored as if the 
Gold's glitter is disturbed, wearing Kavacha, Shiva's one secret, that 
Bless me. 

 

176 ) The dark black hair tresses competes with the bees, wears the 
stud made of ratnas, waver y lower part of the lower stomach , the 
One that plays with the poisoned neck of Shiva, such radiance be 
stationed in my heart. 

 

177 ) Wearing the Sindoor on forehead,adores a garment of silk 
colored like a gem,very end of ocean,such a form remain in my Mind. 

 

178 ) Tresses like the color of Bees, the sand dunes would shy away 
to the shape of her Back side holds sugar cane in her hands, She is the 
witness to the Kama's Play, the enemy of Shiva. Let them be 
successful. 

 



179 ) Like the radiating gold Her upper garment, Her speech sweeter 
than the grapes sweetness, pleases the Mind of Shiva with skulls, such 
a fragment of light eradicate my worries. 

 

180 ) Has very long tresses,long eyes,has arrow of flowers,love 
beyond the shores,the First deity of Shrungara,seated in the lap of 
Shiva,such a Light I retain in my Mind. 

 

181 ) Near the ears,the splashing waves of Her side glance spreads 
grace, seated on the lap of Kaameshwara, very old SRIVIDYA, I 
meditate upon. 

 

182 ) The beauty of the lotus withdraws away due to Her eyes which 
is over the Beautiful Moon face. She is other part of the crescent ed 
Shiva. Devi the Vedas ultimate essence. I pray to Her. 

 

183 ) The body color conquering the fruit of Kovai ( a reddish fruit 
),the waist akin to the Horizon which can't be fully seen, the neck like 
a Conch, the tresses like the clouds - I kiss with my Mind such a 
thing. 

 

184 ) A gorgeous figure wears the Kadamba flower,wearing the 
garment like the color of Champaka and with all these,it beautifies the 
boundary of the directions and such a thing be figurative in my Mind. 

 



185 ) The lightning's light mortified due to the glitter of the body 
spread till the boundaries, the Ultimate of Vedas,the other side of 
Shiva with Shulam � I Mediate that. 

 

186 ) Devi is the new Prana (life) of Shiva,reddish Sun wearing the 
Crescent moon,the color which is related to the flower lilly,hold the 
sugar cane bow � I meditate on that. 

 

187 ) Wears in Her waist Oddayanam (gold Belt ), the tongue gets 
enlivened due to the bow's light. For the nose the Bhana grants 
longevity and I am attracted naturally to that. 

 

188 ) the eyes competes with the lotus and is like the light of 
lightning, The nose with the ratna stud beautifies it, such abeam of 
light fill my mind. 

 

189 ) She is Bhuddhi Shakthy wearing a red garment like 
Sampanjukuzambhu (tough to translate) She parades like an Elephant, 
very graceful, wears crescent end Moon and Because of her we are 
devoid of sickness. 

 

190 ) Many Devathas assume themselves as GOD, but they do not 
carry the flower Bhanas, Not red like the Kovai Fruit, do not hold the 
bow of sugar cane, do not wear the crescent Moon and nothing can be 
done by them. 

 



191 ) Devi has an enchanting body with eyes like the Lilly flower, 
having the Breasts like Meru, Her side glance with full of sympathy. 
Due to that my mind is protected from Bitterness. 

 

192 ) Devi is a MEGA LIGHT. I prostrate because you get it easily if 
you pray. Prostrations to Her lotus like Eyes which delights Shiva and 
for that namaskarams, looks like the new reddish flower and for that 
prostrations. 

 

193 ) Devi is all that matters,Very huge Complexioned like Kadamba 
flowers, due to the glitter of her body make the bright Sun light 
insignificant. Vedas end here and I pray to that. 

 

194 ) Her tresses are curly, body like the color of saffron and both the 
Breasts scrape. I pray to that. 

 

195 ) My God's feet is the color of flower Senkazuneer. The softness 
of the curly hair beats out right the green Moss. Has Beautiful eyes 
like the flower lily. no other GOD Meditated other than that. 

 

196 ) Devi is Shivas mental experience, with lips of reddish white, 
curly hairs, the very life of Vedas and I am SLAVE to that 
experience. 

 

197 ) Devi is Shiva's Jiva Naadi ( Very life ). I am mentally merged in 
that Jiva Naadi, seated on lap of Shiva visible as Charming smile. 



 

198 ) Lalitha protect my head, Madhumathy my forehead, Bhavani 
my eyebrow, one holding pushpa Bhanas my eyes. 

 

Note : 

(Lalitha is so chrming -- Prayaga Shakthy, Bhavani makes Shiva live 
� Bhava Shakthy - the peetaya and shakthy of Sthaeeswar. 
Madhumathy is Brahma Vidya and loves to take honey.) 

 

199 )Let Bala protect the nose, teeth by Subhagha, tongue by 
Sundary, lips by Adi Shakthy, Mouth by Chakreshwari. 

 

Note : ( Bala is the little Lalitha appeared out of Love of Kameshwara 
and Kameshwary. 

Subhagha represents Bhagaa Shakthy represented by wealth, prestige, 
fearlessness, potency, fame, Beauty, persistence efforts, Broad 
mindedness. She gives the Sowbhagyam which is known by the above 
characteristics. Adishakthy rests with the Brahman and by Sankalpa 
She is separate.) 

 

200 ) Let Kameshwari guard the ears, cheeks by Kaamakshy,face by 
Srunghara Nayika, neck by Shimasaneshwari. 

 

201 ) Let the shoulders be defended by Mother of Skanda,hands by 
the one who possess the Red body, hands by the one who exists in 
lotus, nails by Vijaya. 



 

Note : 

Vijaya without defeating the enemy will Win over the enemy. 

Personal Note : 

The world would be a much peaceful place to live had the leaders 
possessed this great skill. 

 

202 ) Let the chest be saved from hurt by the one possessing the Bow, 
stomach by the Kula parwatha - Himavaan's daughter, back by 
Kalyani, waist by the one sporting the crescent moon. 

 

( Kalyani always speaks auspiciousness and She is verily the 
auspiciousness ) 

 

203 ) Let the two thighs be protected by Uma, forefeet by mridani, 
sole by Shodasi, leg by the One possessing Pasham,Angusham in the 
hand. 

 

Note : 

Uma is Shiva's Shakthy,the one who identifies the Shiva. Shiva is 
colorless. 

As Ardha--naari,She spreads her Redness over the Shiva and 
identifies him, even when She sits on the lap of Shiva. Devi is the 
Icon of Pranava. Uma is the Change (cause) and She is in state of 
Yoga. Mridani is Shakthy of Shivamrudar. 

 



204 ) In the morning let Para care or protect me directly ,in the noon 
the head of Chinthamani Gruha, in the evening Sharvaani and in the 
night Bhairavi. 

 

Note : 

Para is the Adi Sakthy and Brahman's sankalpa shakthy the status 
before the Spuranom. the Source sound of Muladhara and Sharvaani 
is the shakthy of Savaa which is responsible for Samharam and 
Bhairavy is the energy of Bhairava. 

 

205) Let the spouse be guarded by Gowri,siblings by the one dwelling 
in the Bindu, fame by Sri Vidya, good behavior by Maharajni. 

 

Note : 

Gowri is whitish like the color of conch, Moon, Jasmine and resides 
in Kaanya Kupja peetam. 

Those who care for their own welfare and that of their family's can 
chant AD Shloka 198 to 205 daily and these are popularly known as " 
LALITHA KAVACHAM" 

 

206 ) The "ONE" -- as wind, as fire, as earth, as Ether, as water, as the 
Sun, as the Moon, as the Direction, as the very life, as Auspiciousness 
protect me. ( Devi as Mool Tatava of everything) 

 



207 ) kAli ,kapAlini, shUlini, bhairavi, mAtaN^gi, pa~nchami, 
tripura, vAgdevi, vindhyavAsini, bAla, bhuvaneshi Protect me for 
long time to come. 

 

Note : 

Kali exists before the creation and destruction and not subject to 
experience. 

Personal Note : Not clear about what Kali is described as ? 

 

208 ) O MOTHER, Those who meditate you in the color of Sindura in 
their heart, the Mahalaxmi's side glance would reach them. 

 

209 ) Those who mediate the Vagdevi as 8 syllable such as Vasinee 
and also as 8 groups, the scholarly speech would emerge without any 
efforts. 

 

Note : Eight groups are Aa to Ksha ) 

 

210 ) Those who Meditate Her as a golden yellowish Hue, with 
vibrating Kundalams in Her ears and smiling face are the Kuberas of 
earth. 

 

211 ) Those who meditate Her in the centre of their head (Sahasrara) 
amidst the 1000 lotus petals as if the cold Amrutha is oozing from 
there would have longevity. 

 



Note; 

When the Kundalini is raised from Muladhara to Sahasrara and join 
Her with Shiva the amrutha oozes and fills the 6 chakras and as a 
result the person has a long life. 

Personal Note: 

Some Yogies in Himalayas are believed to live even now, for more 
than 800 years. 

 

212 ) With a sweet charming smile with pinkish eyes and breasts like 
the Mastaka of elephant adoring crescent Moon -- YOU are seen by 
very few pious persons. 

 

Personal Note : 

Such as Ramakrishna paramahamsa and Ugra Nrushimha Bharathy, 
Maha Periyavaa of Kaanchi to name a few who have had the Visions 
of Ambaaji. 

 

213 ) With simple words this Arya Vrutham is composed and those 
who chant the AD shloka daily,the benefits they derive CAN BE 
TOLD ONLY BY HER. 

 

Maa please Bless all devotees of this group with your Grace. 

 

CONCLUDED. 

 



Namasthe. 

 

With the last post of Shloka 213 the Arya Dwishaty "Gnana Yagna" 
(as beautifully coined by Sri ram Ji in one of the mail) is concluded. 

I particularly thank our Moderator Sridhar Ji and full credit goes to 
him for posting the Moola in the beginning which in fact had 
motivated me to attempt to translate the meaning from the Tamil 
Bhasyam book of Brahma Shee S.V Radhakrishna Sastrigal who was 
very close to Periyavaa. 

HH used to consult him on matters relating to Srividya and Tantra 
Sastras and it is Not that Periyavaa didn't know these sastras but was 
done to reveal to the world, such Scholars and Maha Upasakas in Sri 
Vidya. 

By Ambaa's Grace, Arya Dwishaty has finally come to an end despite 
the irregularity of my posting for which I express my regret. 

The Phenomenal world is Maya and the only Truth is Shivam or 
Ambaa (Since we are all devoted to Her). and there is no difference 
between the Shiva and Sakthy if we see Soundarya Lahary which 
extols Ambaa -- " without you how could Shiva exercise power". 

We are all people who CAN'T, all at once do away with the worldly 
matters and are not mature enough to reach the state of Gyna, as we 
cant in the present state give up the worldly out look, due to our total 
involvement in worldly material affairs of senses and the Mind. 

In order to extricate Us from the trap of senses, pleasures, sorrow, fear 
etc and to go out of the present orbit Sage Durvasa in AD shows that 
the serene root is manifested as Shakthy co-joined as Eshwara.He 
further teaches us to see that there is Ambaa's sports all around and 
exhorts us to involve our Mind and senses in meditating upon Her and 
sing Her glory. 



glory to earn the grace of Ambaa and SHE would reach us to the stage 
of the Causative FUNCTIONLESS BRAHMAN. (SHIVA) 

No wonder Mahaswamy observes that Arya Dwishathy,Mukha 
Panchadashy and Soundarya Lahary are ratna-traya, for taking to the 
path of devotion to Ambaaji for all of us. 

I thank all the members who have corrected my postings 


